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Logic Grid II 
Critical Thinking 

 
 

  Directions: Read the clues and determine the answers by marking the boxes. Place a “0” in the box if it is true. 
 Place an “X” in the box if it is untrue.                      

  

1. Ken, Maria, Duke, and Jen visited a fruit stand. They bought an apple, banana, orange, and grapes.  

Determine who purchased which fruit. 
 

 Apple Banana Orange Grapes 

Ken X X O X 

Maria X O X X 

Duke O X X X 

Jen X X X O 
 

       Ken and Maria have to peel their fruit before eating it. Duke does not eat grapes. Ken needs a     

      napkin to wipe juice from his fingers. 

 
2. David, Sharon, Melissa, and Ulrich chose their topics for animal reports. The animals include urchin, 

snail, monkey, and dragonfly. Who chose each animal? 
 

 Urchin Snail Monkey Dragonfly 

David O X X X 

Sharon X X X O 

Melissa X O X X 

Ulrich X X O X 
 

 No student chose an animal that starts with the same letter as his or her name. David does not like 

animals with shells or tails. Melissa does not like insects. Sharon likes things that fly. 

 
3. Michelle, Sandy, Paula, and Rita entered a sack race with their cousins Bill, Fred, Mike, and Chester. 

Create a logic grid and determine who raced together. 

 

---- Bill Fred Mike Chester 

Michelle X X O X 

Sandy X X X O 

Paula O X X X 

Rita X O X X 
 

 Paula did not race with Fred. Sandy’s partner also has a two-syllable name. Michelle joined with the 

person of the same first initial. 
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Name ___________ 

Date ___________ 
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1. Ken, Maria, Duke, and Jen visited a fruit stand. They bought an apple, banana, orange, and grapes.  

Determine who purchased which fruit. 

 

 Apple Banana Orange Grapes 

Ken     

Maria     

Duke     

Jen     

 

 Ken and Maria have to peel their fruit before eating it. Duke does not eat grapes. Ken needs a napkin 

to wipe juice from his fingers. 

 

2. David, Sharon, Melissa, and Ulrich chose their topics for animal reports. The animals include   

    urchin, snail, monkey, and dragonfly. Who chose each animal? 
  

 Urchin Snail Monkey Dragonfly 

David     

Sharon     

Melissa     

Ulrich     
 

 No student chose an animal that starts with the same letter as his or her name. David does not like 

animals with shells or tails. Melissa does not like insects. Sharon likes things that fly. 

  

3. Michelle, Sandy, Paula, and Rita entered a sack race with their cousins Bill, Fred, Mike, and   

    Chester. Create a logic grid and determine who raced together. 
 

----     

     

     

     

     
 

 Paula did not race with Fred. Sandy’s partner also has a two-syllable name. Michelle joined with the 

person of the same first initial. 
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